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Yamaha demonstrator Ian House unlocks more secrets of the CVP-605/609 Clavinovas

Part 3

Hello everyone!  Welcome, once again, to my ‘Up
Close & Personal’ session with the CVP-600
series Clavinova digital pianos!

So far we have looked at several key aspects of these
remarkable instruments but, in this edition, I'd like to
focus on one very important section which will be of
great interest to pianists and keyboard players alike. 

When we approach the CVP-609 from the point of
view of a pianist it becomes clear just how much
thought, combined with some very clever technology,
has gone into making the playing experience as
authentic as possible.

For example, the CVP-609’s keyboard is made from
real wood with synthetic ivory key tops - and every key
has it's own individual weight.  This attention to detail
extends right down to the sustain pedal - because it's
not, as you might think, just a simple on/off switch.
Indeed no... The moment you start to depress the
pedal it starts to affect the sound, just as it would on
an acoustic instrument. 

For years, CVP Clavinovas have had a ‘Piano Reset’
button in the centre of the panel.  This has always
been incredibly useful because, no-matter which
voices, styles, split points etc. had been set in place
during your performance, one push of the piano
shaped ‘reset’ button and your instrument would be
transformed back into a full ‘normal’ piano. 

The Piano Reset button is great when you simply
want to sit back and enjoy being a pianist - or
indeed, for those times when you’re starting from
scratch to make some registrations and want a clean
‘canvas’ to build on.

On the CVP-609 however, the Piano Reset button has
evolved into... the ‘Piano Room’. 

Gone, but not forgotten...

If, like me, you’re a fan of the Piano Reset button -
don’t worry, the button itself may have gone - but the
feature has not been forgotten!  So, if you push and
hold the ‘Piano Room’ button for a few seconds you’ll
get a prompt on the screen with several options… one
of which is Piano Reset.  Hooray!

Inside the ‘Piano Room’

As you press the ‘Piano Room’ button the screen
changes to show the picture of a 9ft Yamaha Concert
Grand piano - appropriately situated in a concert hall.
And, when you play the keyboard this is exactly the
piano you hear! 

But this isn't just a pretty picture...  There are many
things you can do inside Piano Room to completely
change the sound - and your playing experience.

For example, the lid of the grand piano on the screen
is currently wide open but if you place your finger on
the top of the lid and drag it down the screen it will
begin to close.  Now if you were to close the lid on a
(real) acoustic grand piano the sound would become
warmer and more mellow…  and that's exactly what
happens here on the CVP605/609!  Clever stuff! 

The actual room in which a piano is sited also has a
huge bearing on the resultant sound.  To replicate the
effect of housing the piano in different room settings,
the CVP-609’s Piano Room offers you several ‘virtual
environments’ to choose from.

When you first open Piano Room the grand piano is
pictured in a concert hall - but if you tap anywhere
on the background (around the piano), you’ll be
presented with a range of other ‘room’ options.

If, for example, you choose the ‘Cathedral’ background,
not only will the picture change to reflect your choice
but the sound of the piano will also be transformed to
sound as though it is playing in a vast echoing space.
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Other ‘virtual environments’ in Piano Room include a
pop/jazz stage and a living room.

Choose your piano!

There is a far greater selection of pianos to choose from
within the CVP-609 than ever before.  Not only do we have
the 9ft Concert Grand referred to above but there is also a
smaller model (just 6ft long).  To access this, and all the
other pianos available in Piano Room, just tap the currently
displayed instrument in the middle of the screen - and the
options will appear along the bottom.

Try, for example, the Pop Grand piano to both hear and feel
the difference.  Its sound is brighter and the keys are super
responsive.  By default the Pop Grand piano has been
placed in the lively jazz stage environment shown below but,
don't forget, it can be relocated in any of the other settings at
a moment’s notice.

It's surprising that this is the first time that Yamaha has
included a sample of an upright piano in its digital piano.  

In this case, it's one of the acclaimed U1 upright acoustic
models - and this piano has a completely different character.
Try the Upright Piano in the ‘living room’ environment… and
maybe spend some time reliving early music lessons!

Complete control

You’ll see that there is a ‘cog’ icon in the bottom right of the
screen pictured below - and pressing this grants access to
all the controls you need when playing a piano. 

It's worth pointing out that every piano you can access via the
Piano Room is also available outside.  The advantage of this
being that you can mix and match these wonderful piano
voices with styles and other settings.  Having said that, I think
that the Piano Room provides a very relaxing area where we
can go to take refuge from the drums, guitars, brass,
woodwind and strings... when we just want to play a piano!

And finally...

As I’m writing this it’s early November and I’m practising like
mad for the most important event of my time at Yamaha -
with the launch of the most exciting keyboard I have ever
played.  Before Christmas I'll be touring throughout the UK
with the brand new Tyros5 and, if we haven’t already met by
the time this is published, it would be great to see you at
one of my demonstrations.  Hope you can make it!

Until the next time I wish you all a Merry Christmas and a
very Happy New Year...

Ian House


